Clinical significance of barriers to blood glucose control in type 2 diabetes patients with insufficient glycemic control
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Background: The purpose of this study was to assess actual barriers to blood glucose control in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus and to investigate barrier-related factors in an exploratory manner.

Methods: This cross-sectional study assessed patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus treated as outpatients at medical institutions within Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan. Barriers to blood glucose control were examined in patients with glycosylated hemoglobin ≥6.9% using a nine-item questionnaire. Answers were also obtained from physicians in charge of the patients for seven of nine questions.

Results: Seven hundred and thirteen patients answered the questionnaire. Many physicians and patients described barriers that involved difficulty in complying with diet therapy. For six of the seven barriers, patient awareness was lower than physician awareness. Patient-reported lack of concern for diabetes mellitus was more prevalent among patients with macrovascular complications. Patients who reported difficulty in compliance with exercise therapy and fear of hypoglycemia were more likely to suffer from microvascular complications.

Conclusion: For many of the barriers to blood glucose control, patients were less aware than physicians, suggesting that we need to take action to raise patient awareness. Of interest are the observations that the relevant barriers differed for macrovascular and microvascular complications and that the relationship between presence of macrovascular complications and lack of concern about diabetes mellitus.
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Introduction

Drugs with a new mechanism of action, such as the dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitors, glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonists, and sodium glucose cotransporter inhibitors, have been introduced and there are now more options for treatment of type 2 diabetes mellitus. The results of clinical studies using these new drugs are being published in rapid succession, and it is foreseeable that the algorithm for drug therapy for diabetes mellitus will become increasingly complex. In 2012, the American Diabetes Association and European Association for Study of Diabetes announced a new consensus statement in response to this issue, emphasizing a patient-centered approach. They propose that physicians set target blood glucose values for individual patients and discuss with the patient which therapy should be selected, taking into consideration not only the risk of hypoglycemia, disease duration, age (life expectancy), severity of complications, and the presence/absence of support, but also each patient’s attitude.
and expected treatment efforts (motivation, adherence, self-care capacity). Following this trend, we anticipate that it will become more important than ever for medical staff to understand the patient’s perspective.

In addition, as diet therapy and exercise therapy are the basis of diabetes therapy, a positive attitude, motivation, and self-management are essential patient attributes; it was reported that patient education was useful in achieving control of blood glucose and reducing the incidence of complications. When there is a barrier to blood glucose control, even optimal therapy proposed by a physician likely will not be carried through by the patient. In J-DOIT2 (the Japan Diabetes Outcome Intervention Trial 2), which tried to reduce the dropout rate from diabetes treatment, the rate was significantly reduced in the treatment-supported (intervention) group in comparison with the normal treatment (control) group (hazard ratio 0.367, $P<0.0001$). Concerning the question of how consistent awareness is between patients and physicians, Yoshioka et al reported that there were differences in awareness about insulin therapy (necessity of insulin therapy for the individual patient, limitation of life, and activities related to insulin therapy) between patients and physicians.

In this study, we investigated the barriers to blood glucose control in patients who did not achieve the goal specified in the guidelines in order to elucidate whether there was a difference in awareness between the patient and the physician. We also analyzed the clinical significance of the presence or absence of barriers in an exploratory manner, focusing on their relationship with complications.

**Subjects and methods**

**Study design and subjects**

A cross-sectional observational study was conducted from April to September 2007 in outpatients with type 2 diabetes mellitus treated at medical institutions located in Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan. Inclusion criteria were: outpatients; type 2 diabetic patients aged ≥20 years; patients for whom the time of diagnosis of type 2 diabetes mellitus was clear (the year of diagnosis was sufficient); and patients from whom informed consent to participate in this study had been obtained. Among the eligible patients, those with glycated hemoglobin ($\text{HbA}_1$) ≥6.9% were included in the analysis.

**Examination**

Patient background (age, sex, body mass index, duration of diabetes), $\text{HbA}_1$, therapy, presence or absence of hypertension, dyslipidemia, and complications were assessed. In those patients who did not achieve the goal in terms of blood glucose control ($\text{HbA}_1<6.9\%$), barriers to blood glucose control were also examined with a nine-item questionnaire (see Figure 1 for the question items). Answers were also obtained from the physicians in charge of the patients, in order to investigate whether there are differences between patients and physicians regarding awareness of barriers. Two items were answered only by patients since it was considered difficult for physicians to evaluate, ie, “it was difficult to periodically visit the hospital/clinic” and “hypoglycemia was scary”. We selected the most recent $\text{HbA}_1$ values within 6 months of the day the patient responded to the questionnaire.

The presence or absence of hypertension, dyslipidemia, and complications, as determined by common criteria, was not re-evaluated in this study; we simply compiled the diagnoses made by each physician. In a case where angina pectoris, myocardial infarction, arteriosclerosis obliterans, or cerebrovascular disease was diagnosed, “a macrovascular complication” was considered present, and where diabetic nephropathy, diabetic retinopathy, or diabetic neuropathy was diagnosed, “a microvascular complication” was similarly considered present.

**Statistical analysis**

McNemar’s test was used to compare the differences between patients’ and physicians’ responses. The Student’s $t$-test and Fisher’s exact test were used to assess the differences in background factors between patients with one or fewer different responses and two or more different responses, when compared with physicians. Exploratory investigations examined how the presence or absence of barriers was related to the presence or absence of complications, and what background factors were associated with the presence or absence of barriers. Fisher’s exact test was used to assess the difference in prevalence of complications (macrovascular, microvascular) between patients with and without barriers. The Student’s $t$-test and Fisher’s exact test were used to assess the differences in background factors between patients with and without a barrier to blood glucose control related to the presence of complications. Statistical analyses were performed using R version 2.15.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). All probability values were two-sided and the significance level was set at $P<0.05$.

**Ethical considerations**

This study was conducted in accordance with the Ethical Guidelines for Epidemiological Research (issued by
Figure 1 Prevalence of complications among patients with or without barriers to blood glucose control. (A) Prevalence of macrovascular complications. (B) Prevalence of microvascular complications.

Notes: OR, versus patient group without a barrier. The P-value was calculated with the Fisher’s exact test (two-sided). Macrovascular complication included any one of angina pectoris, myocardial infarction, arteriosclerosis obliterans, or cerebrovascular disease. Microvascular complication included any one of diabetic nephropathy, diabetic retinopathy, or diabetic neuropathy.

Abbreviation: OR, odds ratio.
the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology and the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare) and the Declaration of Helsinki after approval from the ethics committee of Kyushu University. Written informed consent to inclusion in this study was obtained from all subjects.

Results
Characteristics of subjects
Eleven hundred and two patients with type 2 diabetes were screened from 40 institutions. Seven hundred and thirteen patients with HbA1c ≥6.9% and answers about barriers to blood glucose control obtained from both the patient and the physician were included in the analysis. The proportion of patients with HbA1c ≥6.9% was 67.1% (519/773) in hospitals and 59.0% (194/329) in clinics. Table 1 shows the backgrounds of these subjects.

The proportions of patients with risks for macrovascular complications were as follows. Of the patients with macrovascular complications and microvascular complications, 51.6% and 48.5%, respectively, had smoking experience. Of ex-smokers, 64.6% were patients with macrovascular complications and 52.2% were patients with microvascular complications. Hypertension afflicted 73.9% of patients with macrovascular complications and 60.5% of those with microvascular complications. Of patients with macrovascular complications and microvascular complications, 66.7% and 60.8%, respectively, had dyslipidemia.

Barriers to blood glucose control
Common answers from physicians regarding barriers to blood glucose control were: diet therapy was not fully complied with (86.6%); exercise therapy was not fully complied with (75.2%); and patients lacked the necessary knowledge (47.8%). Common answers from patients regarding barriers to blood glucose control were: it was difficult to fully comply with diet therapy (65.2%); it was difficult to fully perform exercise therapy (54.5%); and blood glucose control was difficult due to the influence of complications or other chronic diseases (16.5%). Among the seven questions asked of both physicians and patients, there were significant differences (P<0.05) between physicians and patients regarding all questions except “blood glucose control was difficult due to the influence of complications or other chronic diseases”. The patients’ awareness was lower for the other six questions (Figure 2A).

Subgroup analysis in patients who visited hospitals and clinics was performed (Figure 2B and C). For the following two questions, although a significant difference was not observed between patients who visited hospitals and their physicians, a significant difference was observed between patients who visited clinics and their physicians, ie, it was difficult to achieve medication compliance and it was difficult to undergo examination regularly.

Background factors were compared to determine whether or not there were significant differences in the number of items showing inconsistency between physician’s answers and patient’s answers (≥2 or <2), and there were no significant differences between the two groups (Table 2).

Relationship between barriers and complications/between barriers and background factors
Patients with barriers to blood glucose control are thought to be at risk for development and progression of complications. The odds ratios for complications (macrovascular, microvascular) are shown in Figure 1 stratified by the presence or absence of each barrier as the independent variable. The prevalence of macrovascular complications (21.5% overall) was higher in the patients who answered “yes” to the question related to “lack of concern for diabetes mellitus” or “blood glucose control was difficult due to the influences of complications or other chronic diseases”. The prevalence of

Table 1 Subject background factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Number (n=713)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institution (hospital/clinic)</td>
<td>519/194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician’s specialty (Japan Diabetes)</td>
<td>417/296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society specialist/other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>63.7±10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male/female (%)</td>
<td>55.9/44.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>24.3±3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes duration (years)</td>
<td>11.6±8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HbA1c (NGSP) (%)</td>
<td>8.1±1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using hypoglycemic drug (%)</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of oral hypoglycemic drugs</td>
<td>1.4±1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using insulin (%)</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complicated by hypertension (%)</td>
<td>54.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complicated by dyslipidemia (%)</td>
<td>58.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrovascular complications (%)</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of angina pectoris (%)</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of myocardial infarction (%)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of arteriosclerosis obliterans (%)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of cerebrovascular disease (%)</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microvascular complications (%)</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of diabetic nephropathy (%)</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of diabetic retinopathy (%)</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of diabetic neuropathy (%)</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Values are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (age, BMI, diabetes duration, HbA1c, and number of oral hypoglycemic drugs), number (institution and physician’s specialty), or frequency (other factors).

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; HbA1c, glycated hemoglobin; NGSP, National Glycohemoglobin Standardization Program.
It was difficult to fully perform diet therapy/diet therapy was not fully complied with ($P<0.001$).

It was difficult to fully perform exercise therapy/exercise therapy was not fully complied with ($P<0.001$).

It was difficult to fully perform drug therapy/drug therapy was not fully complied with ($P<0.001$).

Lack of concern about diabetes mellitus/patient lacked the concern about diabetes mellitus ($P<0.001$).

Blood glucose control was difficult due to the influence of complications or other chronic diseases ($P=0.793$).

It was difficult to undergo examination regularly/regular examinations were not attended ($P=0.005$).

Not familiar with diabetes mellitus/patient lacked the necessary knowledge ($P<0.001$).

Figure 2 Barrier to blood glucose control (proportion of responders who said the barrier was present; a comparison between physicians and patients). (A) Total, (B) patients who visited hospitals, and (C) patients who visited clinics. 

Note: $P$-value was calculated with McNemar’s test with the continuity correction.
microvascular complications (51.5% overall) was higher in patients who answered “yes” to the questions related to “it was difficult to fully perform exercise therapy”, “blood glucose control was difficult due to the influences of complications or other chronic diseases”, or “hypoglycemia was scary.”

Table 3 shows background factors according to the presence or absence of barriers to blood glucose control. The proportion of patients who answered “yes” to the item “it was difficult to fully perform exercise therapy” differed significantly depending on body mass index, use of a hypoglycemic drug, use of insulin, and the presence of hypertension as a complication. The proportion of patients who answered “yes” to the item “lack of concern for diabetes mellitus” was not significantly different depending on background factors. The proportion of patients who answered “yes” to the item “hypoglycemia was scary” was significantly different depending on age, sex, and whether they were using insulin.

## Discussion

To analyze the clinical significance of barriers to blood glucose control, we investigated the relationship between barriers and complications. A remarkable finding was that even after the onset of macrovascular complications, some patients reported lack of concern about diabetes mellitus.

In this study, significant differences in awareness were seen between physicians and patients regarding six of the seven items related to barriers to blood glucose control (Figure 2). For all items with a significant difference, the awareness level was lower for patients than for physicians. Since this study was a cross-sectional, it included patients newly diagnosed with type 2 diabetes and patients with a long-term treatment history. Differences in awareness between physicians and patients were also observed in the Diabetes Attitudes, Wishes and Needs Japan study conducted in 148 patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus for whom insulin
therapy was recommended. In 13 of 16 questions about insulin therapy asked of patients and physicians, a significant difference was seen, and it was suggested that patients lack knowledge of the significance of insulin therapy and the limitations accompanying insulin therapy. In a strategic study to reduce the dropout rate from diabetes treatment (J-DOIT2), the rate was significantly reduced in the treatment-supported (intervention) group in comparison with the normal treatment (control) group. This finding also suggests that it would be useful to check the awareness level in patients and educate/instruct them if their awareness was insufficient or there was misunderstanding.

We investigated whether patients with low awareness of barriers to blood glucose control (the patients who provided answers that differed markedly from those of their physicians) can be identified from patient background factors. The background factors were compared between patients for whom the number of items showing inconsistency between physician’s answers and patient’s answers was large (≥2 questions) and those for whom the number was small (≤1 question), but no background factors showed a significant difference (Table 2). It was therefore considered difficult to use background factors to predict whether patients are sufficiently aware of barriers to blood glucose control, and we considered it necessary to check the awareness level of each patient.

We next investigated whether the presence of barriers to blood glucose control was correlated with complications (macrovascular or microvascular). When the odds ratios of macrovascular and microvascular complications were compared in patients with a barrier to blood glucose control, concern about diabetes mellitus tended to be low in patients with macrovascular complications and tended to be high in patients with microvascular complications (Figure 1). Other researchers report similar findings, i.e., that the level of awareness of complications in patients with diabetes was higher for microvascular than for macrovascular complications. In a 2008 survey conducted by Boston Scientific Japan K.K. and the Japan Association for Diabetes Education and Care investigating 680 diabetes patients aged ≥40 years who were members of the Japan Association for Diabetes Education and Care, the level of awareness of diabetic complications was 92% for retinopathy, 88% for neuropathy, and 87% for nephropathy, but just 71% for ischemic heart disease and 75% for cerebral infarction; awareness was lower for macrovascular complications as compared with microvascular complications. Mori et al reported that when 611 diabetes patients were asked about the organs affected by diabetic complications, the awareness level was 97% for eyes, about 80% for kidneys, and about 67% for nerves, but about 50% for the brain and heart.

Past concern about diabetes was not investigated in our cross-sectional study; however, we thought that poor blood glucose control had occurred and resulted in complications in patients who were not concerned about their diabetes. On the other hand, some patients became more concerned about diabetes after the onset of complications. In the case of macrovascular complications, comprehensive management is important, including not only blood glucose but also other risk factors, such as smoking, obesity, blood pressure, and lipids. We think that concern about diabetes mellitus tends to increase following microvascular complications, but other risk factors tend to cause concern where macrovascular complications occur. The possibility that the patient group with macrovascular complications was more concerned about these risks was suggested by the data concerning smoking, hypertension, and dyslipidemia in this study. The proportion of ex-smokers among patients with smoking experience was higher by 12.4 points in the patients with macrovascular complications than in the patients with microvascular complications. The prevalence of hypertension was higher by 13.4 points and the prevalence of dyslipidemia was higher by 5.9 points in patients with macrovascular complications than in those with microvascular complications. We did not investigate past body mass index. In six of the seven questionnaire items related to barriers, the awareness level was lower in patients than in physicians, but regarding “influences of complications or other chronic diseases”, the awareness level was slightly higher in the patients (Figure 2A). It is possible that even when the major cause of failure to achieve the goal of blood glucose control was insufficient concern or knowledge related to diabetes mellitus or difficulty in compliance with diet, exercise, or drug therapy, the patients may have considered hypertension or dyslipidemia to be the major cause. Since this study was cross-sectional, a comparison with the state before onset of macrovascular complications was impossible, but it is necessary to pay attention to the fact that insufficient concern or knowledge related to diabetes mellitus was suggested even after onset of macrovascular complications.

Regarding the three barriers that showed a significant relationship with complications (difficulty in compliance with exercise therapy, lack of concern for diabetes mellitus, fear of hypoglycemia), we investigated whether patients with each of these barriers can be predicted from background factors. The background factors were compared by presence or
absence of each barrier, but no background factor showed a significant difference in terms of concern for diabetes mellitus, and other items showing a significant difference were different from barrier to barrier, with no common characteristics (Table 3). This study suggests that it is at present difficult to use background factors to predict the presence of barriers to blood glucose control, as recognized by patients; priority should be given to checking whether patients are sufficiently aware of diabetes mellitus and its treatment.

There are some limitations in our study. In order to investigate the barriers in patients with insufficient glycemic control, only patients with insufficient glycemic control were included for analysis in this study. If we modify the expression of questions and question also patients with good glycemic control, further findings may be provided by comparison between patients with insufficient glycemic control versus those with good glycemic control. Although barriers to glycemic control were considered to change with the treatments, we could not show how to change barriers with change of treatments since the study was cross-sectional.

We considered that awareness of importance of glycemic control by patients themselves leads to prevention of diabetic complications. However, the patients might have additional risks other than hyperglycemia. Our results suggest that it is important to raise awareness of glycemic control by patients so that they continue to pay attention to glycemic control even if they care about other risks at the same time.

Conclusion

Patients’ awareness of barriers to blood glucose control were lower than physicians’ awareness for many issues, suggesting that we need to act to raise patient awareness. The presence of different barriers in relation to macrovascular and microvascular complications and the relationship between history of onset of macrovascular complications and a lack of concern about diabetes mellitus warrant further investigation.
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